
The Gold Badge

1. A  gain of 3000 meters after

release from tow (9,843 feet)

2. A 5 hour flight with no other

objective (If you already did this for

your Silver Badge – you do not need to

do it again).

3. A distance flight of 300 km. (186.41

miles)
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The Gold Badge:  The N stands for the USA. Gulls 
represent the three tasks of the Badge. 

For each task:

You will need an Official Observer and a barograph or flight recorder. 

Who is an Official Observer?  An Official Observer is a member of SSA, Hold at least 
an SSA B Badge, and has a working knowledge of the FAI Sporting Code as it pertains to 
gliders. 

Release from tow at or below the maximum altitude permitted for the task (See each task 
below)…Mark the release from tow with a tight right turn.

After the flight, you and your Official Observer will fill out the SSA Application form 
and worksheet.  Send the Application and worksheets, plus the .igc file from your flight 
recorder to the SSA. After SSA approval you will receive a letter of congratulations and 
your Gold Badge when all three tasks are completed. 

ALTITUDE: The objective is to gain at least 9,843 feet after release from tow. 

Release from tow at any height and location that will allow you to find lift.   
Establish a low point, then climb at least 9,843 feet. 

DURATION: The objective is a flight of at least 5 hours after release from 
tow. (Same as the Silver Duration Leg – You do not need to do it again) 

Flight recorder is not required if your Official Observer can certify the exact 
times of takeoff, release from tow and landing – AND that the entire flight was 
under continuous observation. 

DISTANCE: The objective is to make a cross country flight of at least 300 km 
(186.41 miles) as defined in 1.4.2d to 1.4.2.h

For distance flights greater than 100 kilometres where the LoH exceeds 1000m using 
barographic data or 900m using GPS height data, an adjustment of 100 times the 
excess LoH shall be subtracted from the length of the course to give the official 
distance.
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2.3 DECLARATION REQUIREMENTS
All badge claims recorded by FR or PR require a declaration per 1.1.3. For any distance claim other than
Straight Distance from release, the declaration shall also include a list of way point coordinates. The
declaration must be identical in every FR and/or PR used, with the exception stated in 2.3b.
a. A written or internet declaration is mandatory for PR-recorded flights and is an option for any Silver
or Gold flight. This type of declaration supersedes any earlier FR or PR declaration. Along with the
content specified in 1.1.3, it must include the pilot and OO signatures, the date and time of signing,
and the FRs or PRs used. A hard copy of all written or internet declarations made for a given flight
shall be submitted with claim material.
b. If the data file for a Silver or Gold flight recorded by any FR or PR omits or has the incorrect pilot
name and/or glider type and unique identification, the OO correction certificate in 4.4.2c shall be
submitted with claim materials.
c. Diamond Goal, Diamond Distance and Diploma Distance require an FR-generated declaration and
if multiple FRs are used, the declaration in each FR must be identical for a claim to be valid.
SC3C-2.6 has general notes on declarations and SC3C-6.4 on the declaration format as it appears in an
.igc file, and Appendix 4 for a sample written declaration form. Consult the FR manufacturer’s user manual
for the method an FR uses to record the declaration date and time.

2.4 FLIGHT EVIDENCE REQUIREMENTS
a. For Altitude Gain, Silver/Gold Duration, and Silver/Gold Distance claims, one .igc file from an
approved device may be selected for analysis, supplemented by the file from another device if
substantial recording gaps are found. If both FR and PR were used for a flight, the FR files should
be used for analysis first.
b. If a declaration was required, the original of any written declaration and copy of any internet declaration
made for the flight shall be attached to the claim.
c. For Diamond Goal, Diamond Distance, and Diploma claims, the .igc files from every FR used shall
be submitted.

FLIGHT RECORDER CAUTIONS - Be sure your Flight Recorder settings for start line geometry and turn points are 
set correctly. Use of the default settings may lead you to fly outside of the start and finish zones or miss a turnpoint.

Example - if using a START LINE - It is a line, not a radius that is .5 km either side of your fix and a START LINE is 
perpendicular to the first LEG and a FINISH LINE is perpendicular to the last LEG. 

Turnpoints use a SECTOR, a quadrant having unlimited radius and height, with its apex at the TURN
POINT and oriented symmetrical to and remote from the bisector of the inbound and outbound
LEGS.
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After completing your flight, please fill out the online document (from the SSA Badges and 
Awards Page). If you need to stop filling it out, press SAVE and you will receive a link to 
reopen the document for editing. Once the document is completed with signatures, press 
SUBMIT and it will be sent to badgeandrecords@ssa.org for processing.

1.4.2 Soaring performance types

d. STRAIGHT DISTANCE A COURSE without TURN POINTS starting from RELEASE or 
a declared START POINT.

e. GOAL DISTANCE A COURSE without TURN POINTS, from a declared START POINT
to a declared FINISH POINT.

f. 3 TURN POINT DIST. A COURSE from a RELEASE POINT or a declared START POINT
to any type of FINISH POINT, via one, two, or three declared
TURN POINTS, which may be flown in any order.

g. OUT & RETURN A CLOSED COURSE with only one declared TURN POINT.

h. TRIANGLE A CLOSED COURSE via 2 or 3 declared TURN POINTS flown in
the sequence declared. When 3 TURN POINTS are used, the
COURSE distance is the sum of the legs between the TURN
POINTS.
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